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(57) ABSTRACT 

An apparatus for facilitating automated testing of one or more 
communication devices may include a processor and memory 
storing executable computer code causing the apparatus to at 
least perform operations including capturing one or more 
recorded sequences of events in which at least one of the 
events corresponds to a detection of a touch input. The 
recorded sequences correspond to at least one designated test. 
The computer program code may further cause the apparatus 
to enable provision of the recorded sequences of events to one 
or more communication devices. The computer program code 
may further cause the apparatus to facilitate sending of one or 
more generated commands to at least one of the communica 
tion devices instructing the communication device to perform 
the recorded sequences. Corresponding methods and com 
puter program products are also provided. 

20 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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METHODS, APPARATUSES AND COMPUTER 
PROGRAMI PRODUCTS FOR AUTOMATING 

TESTING OF DEVICES 

TECHNOLOGICAL FIELD 

An example embodiment of the invention relates generally 
to wireless communications technology and more particu 
larly, relates to a method, apparatus, and computer program 
product for automating testing of communication devices. 

BACKGROUND 

The modern communications era has brought about a tre 
mendous expansion of wireline and wireless networks. Com 
puter networks, television networks, and telephony networks 
are experiencing an unprecedented technological expansion, 
fueled by consumer demand. Wireless and mobile network 
ing technologies have addressed related consumer demands, 
while providing more flexibility and immediacy of informa 
tion transfer. 

Current and future networking technologies continue to 
facilitate ease of information transfer and convenience to 
users. Due to the now ubiquitous nature of electronic com 
munication devices, people of all ages and education levels 
are utilizing electronic devices to communicate with other 
individuals or contacts, receive services and/or share infor 
mation, media and other content. One area in which there is a 
demand to increase ease of information transfer relates to 
automated testing of communication devices. The automated 
testing may be performed to ensure that the communication 
devices operate properly. In this regard, a device manufac 
turer may ensure that a device(s) is behaving properly prior to 
being sold to consumers. 

Currently, automated test systems utilized by cellular car 
riers and other manufacturers are typically based on a key 
board paradigm for navigation and simulated user input. 
These existing systems may, for example, send a test text 
message by using a sequence Such as Softkey (e.g., a "left 
softkey') to bring up an application list menu, and may use an 
arrow (e.g., “down arrow” key) to move down the list to a 
Short Message Service (SMS) application. The existing sys 
tems may then select a key (e.g., “select key) to start the SMS 
application. At present, the existing test systems may then 
send messages to communication devices to simulate a user 
typing content of the message or performing some other test 
Such as, for example, automatically dialing a telephone num 
ber, etc. Additionally, these existing test systems may utilize 
attention (AT) commands to implement modem functionality, 
but the testing may bypass a user interface of a communica 
tion device that the end user may interface with while using 
the communication device. 
As described above, existing automated testing solutions 

may be based on a keypad paradigm in which there are typi 
cally a certain set offixed keys for user content input, such as 
alphanumeric keys, keys for navigation Such as arrow keys, 
and so called “soft' keys which typically represents some 
context sensitive action such as “accept, “decline', etcetera. 

However, in communication devices utilizing touch input, 
there may be no way to send or “insert” simulated responses 
for graphical buttons like “accept”, “decline”, “send', or 
other actions or picture icons representing these graphical 
buttons or other actions. Furthermore, at present, a manner in 
which to navigate may be by touching an application icon to 
start an application or touching one of possibly several input 
boxes being displayed. Touching an input box, may activate 
the box for input and a graphical entry panel may appear 
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2 
which may be a list of pre-selected choices or it may be a 
context sensitive keypad. At present, the existing keypad 
paradigm utilized by test systems may have no way to navi 
gate a landscape of a touch input Screen or interface since the 
touch input screen may not have physical keypads. Addition 
ally, existing Solutions may not provide techniques for auto 
mating testing in a touch input environment which is inde 
pendent of the operating system of communication devices or 
that is easily modifiable for touch input interfaces. 

In view of the foregoing drawbacks, it may be beneficial to 
provide an efficient and reliable mechanism of automating 
testing of communication devices. 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

A method, apparatus and computer program product are 
therefore provided for facilitating automated testing of com 
munication devices. 
An example embodiment may capture one or more 

recorded sequences of events (e.g., touch events) on a com 
munication device. The recorded sequences may be associ 
ated with one or more tests and may be included in one or 
more files. The files may be provided to other communica 
tions devices to enable the other communication devices to 
play or perform the recorded sequences of corresponding files 
to automatically test the communication devices according to 
the events of the recorded sequences. 

In an example embodiment, the communications devices 
may perform or play one or more recorded sequences of one 
or more corresponding files in response to receiving one or 
more commands. In this manner, the tests may be imple 
mented independent of the operating system of the commu 
nication devices. As such, an example embodiment may sim 
plify creation and maintenance of test Scripts for the 
communication devices. Simplifying creation and mainte 
nance of test Scripts according to an example embodiment 
may provide advantages associated with minimizing costs for 
test equipment and implementation and may provide a 
mechanism of more efficiently automating the performance 
of tests on communication devices utilizing touch inputs. 

In one example embodiment, a method for facilitating 
automated testing of one or more communication devices is 
provided. The method may include capturing one or more 
recorded sequences of events in which at least one of the 
events corresponds to a detection of a touch input. The 
recorded sequences may correspond to at least one designated 
test. The method may further include enabling provision of 
the recorded sequences of events to one or more communi 
cation devices. The method may further include facilitating 
sending of one or more generated commands to at least one of 
the communication devices instructing the communication 
device to perform the recorded sequences. 

In another example embodiment, an apparatus for facili 
tating automated testing of one or more communication 
devices is provided. The apparatus may include a processor 
and a memory including computer program code. The 
memory and computer program code are configured to, with 
the processor, cause the apparatus to at least perform opera 
tions including capturing one or more recorded sequences of 
events in which at least one of the events corresponds to a 
detection of a touch input. The recorded sequences may cor 
respond to at least one designated test. The memory and 
computer program code are further configured to, with the 
processor, cause the apparatus to enable provision of the 
recorded sequences of events to one or more communication 
devices. The memory and computer program code are further 
configured to, with the processor, cause the apparatus to 
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facilitate sending of one or more generated commands to at 
least one of the communication devices instructing the com 
munication device to perform the recorded sequences. 

In another example embodiment, a computer program 
product for facilitating automated testing of one or more 
communication devices is provided. The computer program 
product includes at least one computer-readable storage 
medium having computer-readable program code portions 
stored therein. The computer-executable program code 
instructions may include program code instructions config 
ured to capture one or more recorded sequences of events in 
which at least one of the events corresponds to a detection of 
a touch input. The recorded sequences may correspond to at 
least one designated test. The program code instructions may 
also enable provision of the recorded sequences of events to 
one or more communication devices. The program code 
instructions may also facilitate sending of one or more gen 
erated commands to at least one of the communication 
devices instructing the communication device to perform the 
recorded sequences. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

Having thus described the invention in general terms, ref 
erence will now be made to the accompanying drawings, 
which are not necessarily drawn to scale, and wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a system according 
to an example embodiment of the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of an apparatus 
according to an example embodiment of the invention; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a network device 
according to an example embodiment of the invention; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a system according to an 
example embodiment of the invention; and 

FIG. 5 illustrates a flowchart for facilitating automated 
testing of communication devices according to an example 
embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Some embodiments of the present invention will now be 
described more fully hereinafter with reference to the accom 
panying drawings, in which some, but not all embodiments of 
the invention are shown. Indeed, various embodiments of the 
invention may be embodied in many different forms and 
should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set 
forth herein. Like reference numerals refer to like elements 
throughout. As used herein, the terms “data.” “content.” 
“information' and similar terms may be used interchangeably 
to refer to data capable of being transmitted, received and/or 
stored in accordance with embodiments of the present inven 
tion. Moreover, the term “exemplary, as used herein, is not 
provided to convey any qualitative assessment, but instead 
merely to convey an illustration of an example. Thus, use of 
any such terms should not be taken to limit the spirit and scope 
of embodiments of the present invention. 

Additionally, as used herein, the term “circuitry refers to 
(a) hardware-only circuit implementations (e.g., implemen 
tations in analog circuitry and/or digital circuitry); (b) com 
binations of circuits and computer program product(s) com 
prising Software and/or firmware instructions stored on one or 
more computer readable memories that work together to 
cause an apparatus to perform one or more functions 
described herein; and (c) circuits, such as, for example, a 
microprocessor(s) or a portion of a microprocessor(s), that 
require software or firmware for operation even if the soft 
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4 
ware or firmware is not physically present. This definition of 
circuitry applies to all uses of this term herein, including in 
any claims. As a further example, as used herein, the term 
circuitry also includes an implementation comprising one or 
more processors and/or portion(s) thereof and accompanying 
software and/or firmware. As another example, the term “cir 
cuitry as used herein also includes, for example, a baseband 
integrated circuit or applications processor integrated circuit 
for a mobile phone or a similar integrated circuit in a server, 
a cellular network device, other network device, and/or other 
computing device. 
As defined herein a "computer-readable storage medium.” 

which refers to a non-transitory, physical or tangible storage 
medium (e.g., volatile or non-volatile memory device), may 
be differentiated from a “computer-readable transmission 
medium, which refers to an electromagnetic signal. 

FIG. 1 illustrates a generic system diagram in which a 
device Such as a mobile terminal 10 is shown in an example 
communication environment. As shown in FIG.1, an embodi 
ment of a system in accordance with an example embodiment 
of the invention may include a first communication device 
(e.g., mobile terminal 10) and a second communication 
device 20 capable of communication with each other via a 
network 30. In some cases, an embodiment of the present 
invention may further include one or more additional com 
munication devices, one of which is depicted in FIG. 1 as a 
third communication device 25. In one embodiment, not all 
systems that employ an embodiment of the present invention 
may comprise all the devices illustrated and/or described 
herein. While an embodiment of the mobile terminal 10 and/ 
or second and third communication devices 20 and 25 may be 
illustrated and hereinafter described for purposes of example, 
other types of terminals, such as tablet computing devices, 
portable digital assistants (PDAs), pagers, mobile televisions, 
mobile telephones, gaming devices, laptop computers, cam 
eras, video recorders, audio/video players, radios, global 
positioning system (GPS) devices, Bluetooth headsets, Uni 
versal Serial Bus (USB) devices or any combination of the 
aforementioned, and other types of Voice and text communi 
cations systems, can readily employ an embodiment of the 
present invention. Furthermore, devices that are not mobile, 
Such as servers and personal computers may also readily 
employ an embodiment of the present invention. 
The network 30 may include a collection of various differ 

ent nodes (of which the second and third communication 
devices 20 and 25 may be examples), devices or functions that 
may be in communication with each other via corresponding 
wired and/or wireless interfaces. As such, the illustration of 
FIG. 1 should be understood to be an example of a broad view 
of certain elements of the system and not an all-inclusive or 
detailed view of the system or the network 30. Although not 
necessary, in one embodiment, the network 30 may be 
capable of supporting communication in accordance with any 
one or more of a number of First-Generation (1G), Second 
Generation (2G), 2.5G, Third-Generation (3G), 3.5G, 3.9G, 
Fourth-Generation (4G) mobile communication protocols, 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) or Evolved Universal Terrestrial 
Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN), Self Optimizing/Orga 
nizing Network (SON) intra-LTE, inter-Radio Access Tech 
nology (RAT) Network and/or the like. In one embodiment, 
the network 30 may be a point-to-point (P2P) network. 
One or more communication terminals such as the mobile 

terminal 10 and the second and third communication devices 
20 and 25 may be in communication with each other via the 
network 30 and each may include an antenna orantennas for 
transmitting signals to and for receiving signals from one or 
more base sites. The base sites could be, for example one or 
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more base stations (BS) that is a part of one or more cellular 
or mobile networks or one or more access points (APs) that 
may be coupled to a data network, such as a Local Area 
Network (LAN), Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), a 
Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), and/or a Wide Area Net 
work (WAN), such as the Internet. In turn, other devices such 
as processing elements (e.g., personal computers, server 
computers or the like) may be coupled to the mobile terminal 
10 and the second and third communication devices 20 and 25 
via the network 30. By directly or indirectly connecting the 
mobile terminal 10 and the second and third communication 
devices 20 and 25 (and/or other devices) to the network 30, 
the mobile terminal 10 and the second and third communica 
tion devices 20 and 25 may be enabled to communicate with 
the other devices or each other. For example, the mobile 
terminal 10 and the second and third communication devices 
20 and 25 as well as other devices may communicate accord 
ing to numerous communication protocols including Hyper 
text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and/or the like, to thereby 
carry out various communication or other functions of the 
mobile terminal 10 and the second and third communication 
devices 20 and 25, respectively. 

Furthermore, although not shown in FIG. 1, the mobile 
terminal 10 and the second and third communication devices 
20 and 25 may communicate inaccordance with, for example, 
radio frequency (RF), near field communication (NFC), 
Bluetooth (BT), Infrared (IR) or any of a number of different 
wireline or wireless communication techniques, including 
Local Area Network (LAN), Wireless LAN (WLAN), World 
wide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), 
Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi), Ultra-Wide Band (UWB), Wibree 
techniques and/or the like. As such, the mobile terminal 10 
and the second and third communication devices 20 and 25 
may be enabled to communicate with the network30 and each 
other by any of numerous different access mechanisms. For 
example, mobile access mechanisms such as Wideband Code 
Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA), CDMA2000, Global 
System for Mobile communications (GSM), General Packet 
Radio Service (GPRS) and/or the like may be supported as 
well as wireless access mechanisms such as WLAN, 
WiMAX, and/or the like and fixed access mechanisms such as 
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), cable modems, Ethernet and/ 
or the like. 

In an example embodiment, the first communication 
device (e.g., the mobile terminal 10) may be a mobile com 
munication device Such as, for example, a wireless telephone 
or other devices such as a personal digital assistant (PDA), 
mobile computing device, camera, video recorder, audio/ 
Video player, positioning device, game device, television 
device, radio device, or various other like devices or combi 
nations thereof. The second communication device 20 and the 
third communication device 25 may be mobile or fixed com 
munication devices. However, in one example, the second 
communication device 20 and the third communication 
device 25 may be servers, remote computers or terminals such 
as personal computers (PCs) or laptop computers. 

In an example embodiment, the network 30 may be an ad 
hoc or distributed network arranged to be a Smart space. Thus, 
devices may enter and/or leave the network30 and the devices 
of the network 30 may be capable of adjusting operations 
based on the entrance and/or exit of other devices to account 
for the addition or subtraction of respective devices or nodes 
and their corresponding capabilities. 

In an example embodiment, the mobile terminal as well as 
the second and third communication devices 20 and 25 may 
employ an apparatus (e.g., apparatus of FIG. 2) capable of 
employing an embodiment of the invention. 
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6 
Referring now to FIG. 2, an apparatus 40 may include or 

otherwise be in communication with a touch screen display 
50, a processor 52, a touch screen interface 54, a communi 
cation interface 56, a memory device 58, a sensor 72, a detec 
tor 60, a test module 75, a touch driver 71, a playback driver 
73 and a test touch driver 78. In one example embodiment, the 
playback driver 73 may be included or embodied in the test 
touch driver 78. The memory device 58 may be configured to 
store information, data, files, such as for example test files, 
applications, instructions or the like for enabling the appara 
tus to carry out various functions in accordance with an 
example embodiment of the invention. The test files may 
include a recorded sequence of events (e.g., touch events) for 
performing one or more tests on the apparatus 40 or other 
apparatuses 40. The test files may be pre-stored in memory 
device 58 or provided to memory device 58 from another 
device (e.g., network device 90 of FIG. 3, other apparatuses 
40, etc.). The memory device 58 may include, for example, 
volatile and/or non-volatile memory. For example, the 
memory device 58 may be an electronic storage device (e.g., 
a computer readable storage medium) comprising gates con 
figured to store data (e.g., bits) that may be retrievable by a 
machine (e.g., a computing device like processor 52). In an 
example embodiment, the memory device 58 may be a tan 
gible memory device that is not transitory. The memory 
device 58 could be configured to buffer input data for pro 
cessing by the processor 52. Additionally or alternatively, the 
memory device 58 could be configured to store instructions 
for execution by the processor 52. As yet another alternative, 
the memory device 58 may be one of a plurality of databases 
that store information and/or media content (e.g., pictures, 
images, videos, etc.). 
The apparatus 40 may, in one embodiment, be a mobile 

terminal (e.g., mobile terminal 10) or a fixed communication 
device or computing device configured to employ an example 
embodiment of the invention. However, in one embodiment, 
the apparatus 40 may be embodied as a chip or chip set. In 
other words, the apparatus 40 may comprise one or more 
physical packages (e.g., chips) including materials, compo 
nents and/or wires on a structural assembly (e.g., a base 
board). The structural assembly may provide physical 
strength, conservation of size, and/or limitation of electrical 
interaction for component circuitry included thereon. The 
apparatus 40 may therefore, in some cases, be configured to 
implement an embodiment of the invention on a single chip or 
as a single "system on a chip. As such, in Some cases, a chip 
or chipset may constitute means for performing one or more 
operations for providing the functionalities described herein. 
Additionally or alternatively, the chip or chipset may consti 
tute means for enabling user interface navigation with respect 
to the functionalities and/or services described herein. 
The processor 52 may be embodied in a number of differ 

ent ways. For example, the processor 52 may be embodied as 
one or more of various processing means Such as a coproces 
Sor, microprocessor, a controller, a digital signal processor 
(DSP), processing circuitry with or without an accompanying 
DSP or various other processing devices including integrated 
circuits such as, for example, an ASIC (application specific 
integrated circuit), an FPGA (field programmable gate array), 
a microcontroller unit (MCU), a hardware accelerator, a spe 
cial-purpose computer chip, or the like. In an example 
embodiment, the processor 52 may be configured to execute 
instructions stored in the memory device 58 or otherwise 
accessible to the processor 52. As such, whether configured 
by hardware or software methods, or by a combination 
thereof, the processor 52 may represent an entity (e.g., physi 
cally embodied in circuitry) capable of performing operations 
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according to an embodiment of the invention while config 
ured accordingly. Thus, for example, when the processor 52 is 
embodied as an ASIC, FPGA or the like, the processor 52 may 
be specifically configured hardware for conducting the opera 
tions described herein. Alternatively, as another example, 
when the processor 52 is embodied as an executor of software 
instructions, the instructions may specifically configure the 
processor 52 to perform the algorithms and operations 
described herein when the instructions are executed. How 
ever, in some cases, the processor 52 may be a processor of a 
specific device (e.g., a mobile terminal or network device) 
adapted for employing an embodiment of the invention by 
further configuration of the processor 52 by instructions for 
performing the algorithms and operations described herein. 
The processor 52 may include, among other things, a clock, 
an arithmetic logic unit (ALU) and logic gates configured to 
support operation of the processor 52. 

In an example embodiment, the processor 52 may be con 
figured to operate a connectivity program, such as a browser, 
Web browser or the like. In this regard, the connectivity 
program may enable the apparatus 40 to transmit and receive 
Web content, such as for example location-based content or 
any other Suitable content, according to a Wireless Applica 
tion Protocol (WAP), for example. It should be pointed out 
that the processor 52 may also be in communication with the 
touch screen display 50 and may instruct the display to illus 
trate any suitable information, data, content (e.g., media con 
tent) or the like. 

Meanwhile, the communication interface 56 may be any 
means such as a device or circuitry embodied in either hard 
ware, a computer program product, or a combination of hard 
ware and software that is configured to receive and/or trans 
mit data from/to a network and/or any other device or module 
in communication with the apparatus 40. In this regard, the 
communication interface 56 may include, for example, an 
antenna (or multiple antennas) and Supporting hardware and/ 
or software for enabling communications with a wireless 
communication network (e.g., network 30). In fixed environ 
ments, the communication interface 56 may alternatively or 
also support wired communication. As such, the communi 
cation interface 56 may include a communication modem 
and/or other hardware/software for Supporting communica 
tion via cable, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), Universal 
Serial Bus (USB), Ethernet, High-Definition Multimedia 
Interface (HDMI) or other mechanisms. Furthermore, the 
communication interface 56 may include hardware and/or 
Software for Supporting communication mechanisms such as 
Bluetooth, Infrared, Ultra-Wideband (UWB), WiFi and/or 
the like. 

The touch screen display 50 may be configured to enable 
touch recognition by any Suitable technique, such as resistive, 
capacitive, infrared, strain gauge, Surface wave, optical imag 
ing, dispersive signal technology, acoustic pulse recognition, 
or other like techniques. The touchscreen interface 54 may be 
in communication with the touchscreen display 50 to receive 
indications of user inputs at the touchscreen display 50 and to 
modify a response to such indications based on correspond 
ing user actions that may be inferred or otherwise determined 
responsive to the indications. In this regard, the touch screen 
interface 54 may be any device or means embodied in either 
hardware, Software, or a combination of hardware and soft 
ware configured to perform the respective functions associ 
ated with the touchscreen interface 54 as described below. In 
an example embodiment, the touch screen interface 54 may 
be embodied in software as instructions that are stored in the 
memory device 58 and executed by the processor 52. Alter 
natively, the touch screen interface 54 may be embodied as 
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8 
the processor 52 configured to perform the functions of the 
touch screen interface 54. Additionally, in an example 
embodiment, a screen of the touch screen display 50 may be 
controlled by moving a finger, pointing device or the like on 
top of the screen surface of the touch screen display 50 with 
out actually touching the screen and different gestures may be 
used to select one or more graphical elements (e.g., icons, an 
item(s) (e.g., a number, alphanumeric character, etc.) of a 
virtual keyboard). 
The touchscreen interface 54 may be configured to receive 

an indication of an input in the form of a touch event at the 
touch screen display 50. Following recognition of the touch 
event, the touch screen interface 54 may be configured to 
thereafter determine a stroke event or other input gesture and 
provide a corresponding indication on the touch screen dis 
play 50 based on the stroke event. In this regard, for example, 
the touch screen interface 54 may include a detector 60 to 
receive indications of user inputs in order to recognize and/or 
determine a touch event based on each input received at the 
detector 60. The detector 60 may communicate the received 
indications of user inputs to the touch driver 71 and/or the test 
touch driver 78, as described more fully below. 

In an example embodiment, one or more sensors (e.g., 
sensor 72) may be in communication with the detector 60. 
The sensors may be any of various devices or modules con 
figured to sense one or more conditions. In this regard, for 
example, a condition(s) that may be monitored by the sensor 
72 may include pressure (e.g., an amount of pressure exerted 
by a touch event) and any other Suitable parameters. 
A touch event may be defined as a detection of an object, 

Such as a stylus, finger, pen, pencil or any other pointing 
device, coming into contact with a portion of the touchscreen 
display in a manner Sufficient to register as a touch. In this 
regard, for example, a touch event could be a detection of 
pressure on the screen of touch screen display 50 above a 
particular pressure threshold over a given area. Subsequent to 
each touch event, the touch screen interface 54 (e.g., via the 
detector 60) may be further configured to recognize and/or 
determine a corresponding stroke event or input gesture. A 
stroke event (which may also be referred to as an input ges 
ture) may be defined as a touch event followed immediately 
by motion of the object initiating the touch event while the 
object remains in contact with the touch screen display 50. In 
other words, the stroke event or input gesture may be defined 
by motion following a touch event thereby forming a continu 
ous, moving touch event defining a moving series of instan 
taneous touch positions. The stroke event or input gesture 
may represent a series of unbroken touch events, or in some 
cases a combination of separate touch events. For purposes of 
the description above, the term immediately should not nec 
essarily be understood to correspond to a temporal limitation. 
Rather, the term immediately, while it may generally corre 
spond to relatively short time after the touch event in many 
instances, instead is indicative of no intervening actions 
between the touch event and the motion of the object defining 
the touch positions while Such object remains in contact with 
the touch screen display 50. In this regard, it should be 
pointed out that no intervening actions cause operation or 
function of the touch screen. However, in some instances in 
which a touch event that is held for a threshold period of time 
triggers a corresponding function, the term immediately may 
also have a temporal component associated in that the motion 
of the object causing the touch event must occur before the 
expiration of the threshold period of time. 

In an example embodiment, the detector 60 may be con 
figured to communicate detection information regarding the 
recognition or detection of a stroke event or input gesture as 
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well as a selection of one or more items of data (e.g., images, 
text, graphical elements, etc.) to the touch driver 71. The 
touch driver 71 may provide the information to the processor 
52 for processing. In one embodiment, the touch driver 71 
(along with the detector 60) may be a portion of the touch 
screen interface 54. The touch driver 71 may be embodied as 
any means such as a device or circuitry embodied in hard 
ware, Software (e.g., Software instructions) or a combination 
of hardware and software that is configured to perform cor 
responding functions of the touch driver 71, as described 
herein. 

In an example embodiment, the touch screen interface 54 
may be embodied by a processor, controller of the like. Fur 
thermore, the detector 60 may be embodied as any means 
such as a device or circuitry embodied in hardware, software 
or a combination of hardware and software that is configured 
to perform corresponding functions of the detector 60, as 
described herein. 
The test module 75 may be any means such as a device or 

circuitry operating in accordance with Software or otherwise 
embodied in hardware or a combination of hardware and 
Software (e.g., processor 52 operating under Software control, 
the processor 52 embodied as an ASIC or FPGA specifically 
configured to perform the operations described herein, or a 
combination thereof) thereby configuring the device or cir 
cuitry to perform the corresponding functions of the test 
module 75, as described herein. Thus, in an example in which 
Software is employed, a device or circuitry (e.g., the processor 
52 in one example) executing the software forms the structure 
associated with Such means. In an example embodiment, the 
test module 75 may send one or more commands to the test 
touch driver 78 to record one or more sequences for one or 
more tests. The test module 75 may generate and send the 
commands to the test touch driver 78 in response to receipt of 
an indication of a selection by a user of the apparatus 40. 
Receipt of the one or more commands from the test module 75 
may trigger the test touch driver 78 to enter a recording mode 
to record the sequence(s). 

In some example embodiments, the test module 75 may 
also send one or more commands to the playback driver 73 to 
perform one or more recorded sequences in a file(s), as 
described below. The test module 75 may send the one or 
more commands to the playback driver 73 in response to 
receipt of an indication of a selection by a user of the appa 
ratus 40. 

In an example embodiment, the processor 52 may be 
embodied as, include or otherwise control the test touch 
driver 78. The test touch driver 78 may be any means such as 
a device or circuitry operating in accordance with Software or 
otherwise embodied in hardware or a combination of hard 
ware and Software (e.g., processor 52 operating under Soft 
ware control, the processor 52 embodied as an ASIC or FPGA 
specifically configured to perform the operations described 
herein, or a combination thereof) thereby configuring the 
device or structure to perform the corresponding functions of 
the test touch driver 78 as described below. Thus, in an 
example in which software is employed, a device or circuitry 
(e.g., the processor 52 in one example) executing the Software 
forms the structure associated with Such means. 
The test touch driver 78 may receive detection information 

regarding the recognition or detection of a stroke event or 
input gesture and/or selection of one or more items of data 
(e.g., images, text, graphical elements, etc.) from the detector 
60. In this regard, the test touch driver 78 may be configured 
to determine the location (e.g., X coordinates, y coordinates 
associated with the location) or position of one or more touch 
events of the touch screen interface 54. As such, the touch 
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10 
driver 71 may register the position or location of the touch 
event(s) and may send this information to a controller or 
processor (e.g., processor 52) for processing. The test touch 
driver 78 may receive the detection information regarding one 
or more touch events being captured via the touch screen 
interface 54 in response to recording a sequence(s) of events 
to create one or more tests or test plans for operations of one 
or more apparatuses 40. 

In this regard, for example, a user of the apparatus 40 may 
select the test module 75 and may designate to record one or 
more events (e.g., touch events) via the touchscreen interface 
54. As such, the test module 75 may send one or more com 
mands to the test touch driver 78 to record one or more 
sequences of events (e.g., touch events). In response to receipt 
of the commands from the test module 75 to record the one or 
more sequence of events, the test touch driver 78 and/or the 
processor 52 may unload the touch driver 71. However, the 
touch driver 71 may still perform functions (e.g., unrelated 
input gestures, etc.) associated with the touchscreen interface 
54 that are not necessarily associated with or tied to the 
recording of the sequence of events even while the recording 
is being performed. 

In response to receipt of the commands from the test mod 
ule 75, the test touch driver 78 may record one or more 
sequence of events or operations being performed in response 
to touch events of the user of the apparatus 40 being captured. 
The test touch driver 78 may also capture or record the time in 
between touch events (e.g., the time needed to move from a 
currently selected item of the touch screen interface 54 to a 
next item of the touchscreen interface 54 for selection by the 
user). The test touch driver 78 may save the recorded 
sequence(s), and the time in between touch events, in one or 
more files. The test touch driver 78 may store the saved files 
in memory device 58. The saved recorded sequence(s) of the 
files may be provided to one or more other apparatuses 40 to 
instruct (e.g., via one or more commands) a playback driver 
(e.g., playback driver 73) of the apparatuses 40 to perform the 
recorded sequence(s) in an automated manner to determine 
whether the apparatuses 40 operate properly in response to 
performing the recorded sequence(s) (also referred to herein 
as tests). 

In addition to the playback driver 73 of apparatuses 40 
receiving commands to play or perform the recorded 
sequence(s), in some instances the playback driver 73 may 
receive commands (e.g., from another apparatus 40 or net 
work device (e.g., network device 90 of FIG. 3)) to deactivate 
or stop the playing of the sequence of events recorded in a 
particular file(s). In an instance in which the playback driver 
73 performs the recorded sequence(s) to completion and 
reaches the end of file, the playback driver 73 may wait for a 
next command prior to taking any further action(s). In an 
instance in which playback driver 73 receives instructions to 
perform a recorded sequence(s) of a file, the processor 52 may 
unload the touch driver 71 and may load the playback driver 
73 to perform the recorded sequence(s). 

In an example embodiment, the recorded sequences may 
be designated for apparatuses 40 having touch screen dis 
plays 50 with a size that is substantially the same as the size of 
the touch screen display 50 of the apparatus 40 that utilized 
the test touch driver 78 to record the sequence(s) of events. 
Additionally or alternatively, the recorded sequences may be 
designated for apparatuses 40 that include touch drivers 71 of 
a same type as the touch driver of the apparatus 40 that 
utilized the test touch driver 78 to create the recorded 
sequence(s) of events. In this regard, in an example embodi 
ment, a user (e.g., tester) may record sequences for each 
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apparatus 40 having Substantially the same size of a touch 
screen display and which utilize the same type of touch driver 
71. 

For purposes of illustration and not of limitation, consider 
an instance in which a user of the apparatus 40 desires to 
create a test for calling five telephone numbers a number of 
times totaling 10,000 calls. In this regard, the user may make 
a selection or input data via the test module 75 specifying this 
test. In response to the test touch driver 78 receiving an 
indication (e.g., commands) from the test module 75 identi 
fying the test, the test touch driver 78 may record the touch 
events (e.g., dialing the telephone numbers, etc.) as well as the 
time in between the captured touch events associated with the 
user utilizing the apparatus 40 to initiate the phone calls to the 
five telephone numbers. Responsive to recording the 
sequence(s) associated with calling the five telephone num 
bers, the test touch driver 78 may save the recorded se 
quence(s) in a file(s) which may be stored in memory device 
58. The recorded sequence(s) may include data specifying to 
the call the five numbers according to the recorded se 
quence(s) for a total of 10,000 calls. The test touch driver 78 
and/or the processor 52 may provide the file(s) with this 
recorded sequence(s) to one or more other apparatuses 40 and 
may instruct the playback driver (e.g., playback driver 73) of 
the other apparatuses 40 to play or perform the recorded 
sequence(s) of the file(s) to call the five numbers for a total of 
10,000 calls. In this example, the calling of the five telephone 
numbers for a total of 10,000 calls may be for reliability 
testing of the other apparatuses 40. Although the above 
example relates to a recorded sequence(s) for calling five 
telephone numbers for a total of 10,000 calls, a recorded 
sequence(s) may be captured by the test touch driver 78 for 
any suitable operations of the apparatus 40, including but not 
limited to making text messages (also referred to herein as 
SMS messages), Multimedia Messaging Service, (MMS) 
messages, accessing data from the Internet, playing a 
Video(s), playing music, etc. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, a block diagram of one example 
of a network device is provided. As shown in FIG. 3, the 
network device (e.g., a server (e.g., communication device 
20)) may include a processor 94 and an associated memory 
96. The memory 96 may comprise volatile and/or non-vola 
tile memory, and may store content, data, files (e.g., files 
including one or more recorded sequences) and/or the like. 
For example, the memory may store content, data, informa 
tion, and/or the like transmitted from, and/or received by, the 
network device. Also for example, the memory 96 may store 
client applications, instructions, and/or the like for the pro 
cessor 94 to perform the various operations of the network 
device in accordance with an embodiment of the invention, as 
described herein. 

In addition to the memory 96, the processor 94 may also be 
connected to at least one interface or other means for display 
ing, transmitting and/or receiving data, content, and/or the 
like. In this regard, the interface(s) may comprise at least one 
communication interface 98 or other means for transmitting 
and/or receiving data, content, and/or the like, as well as at 
least one user input interface 95. The user input interface 95. 
in turn, may comprise any of a number of devices allowing the 
network device to receive data from a user, Such as a keypad, 
a touch display, a joystick or other input device. In this regard, 
the processor 94 may comprise user interface circuitry con 
figured to control at least Some functions of one or more 
elements of the user input interface. The processor and/or 
user interface circuitry of the processor may be configured to 
control one or more functions of one or more elements of the 
user interface through computer program instructions (e.g., 
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Software and/or firmware) stored on a memory accessible to 
the processor (e.g., volatile memory, non-volatile memory, 
and/or the like). 

In an example embodiment, the processor 94 may be 
embodied in hardware or a combination of hardware and 
Software (e.g., processor 94 operating under Software control, 
the processor 94 embodied as an ASIC or FPGA specifically 
configured to perform the operations described herein, or a 
combination thereof. 
The network device 90 may send one or more files of a 

recorded sequence(s) to one or more apparatuses 40. The 
recorded sequence(s) may be captured by a test touch driver 
(e.g., test touch driver 78) of an apparatus 40 and provided to 
the network device 90 to enable the network device 90 to send 
one or more files including one or more corresponding 
recorded sequences to one or more apparatuses 40. In this 
manner, the apparatuses 40 receiving the files (e.g., test files) 
from the network device 90 may perform the recorded 
sequence(s) of the files. 

In one example embodiment, one or more of the appara 
tuses 40 may play or perform the recorded sequence(s) of a 
file in response to receiving one or more commands or 
instructions from the processor 94 of the network device 90 to 
play/perform the recorded sequence(s). In this regard, one or 
more of the apparatuses 40 may send results of the played or 
performed recorded sequences to the network device 90. 

In an example embodiment, the processor 94 of the net 
work device 90 may edit a recorded sequence(s) of a file(s) 
prior to sending the file(s) to one or more apparatuses 40. For 
example, in response to the processor 94 receiving an indica 
tion of an input from a user to alter a recorded sequence(s) of 
a file(s), the processor 94 may edit the recorded sequence(s) 
based in part on the instructions of the user. In this regard, for 
example, the processor 94 of the network device 90 may 
adjust/edit the time (e.g., adjusting a time from 0.3 ms to 0.2 
ms) in between touch events (e.g., a time between a first touch 
and a second touch of the touch screen interface 54, etc.). 
Additionally, the processor 94 of the network device 90 may 
edit one or more recorded sequences by moving or rearrang 
ing the sequences of a file(s) or may edit the recorded 
sequences of the corresponding files in any other Suitable 
a. 

Additionally, processor 94 of the network device 90 may 
edita complete recorded sequence(s) by analyzing individual 
segments of the recorded sequence(s) and storing each seg 
ment as a separate file. The separate files may then be written 
to a memory (e.g., memory 96). In an example embodiment, 
the separate files may be written to a file system of the 
memory. The segments may be editable by the processor 94 
Such that a segment(s) may be copied and used as the base of 
another recorded sequence(s). In this regard, for example, the 
processor 94 may change a uniform resource locator (URL) 
of a webpage in a copied segment or a delay time between 
events (e.g., touch events) or any other Suitable information of 
a segment. In one example embodiment, the segments may be 
edited in a format such as, for example, Extensible Markup 
Language (XML). However, the segments may be edited in 
other formats without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the invention. Additionally, the processor 52 of an apparatus 
40 may edit segments of sequences of recorded sequences in 
a manner analogous to that of processor 94 of network device 
90. 

In one example embodiment, the processor 94 of the net 
work device 90 may arrange or group a sequence of files, 
which includes recorded sequences, to be played or per 
formed by apparatuses 40. For purposes of illustration and not 
of limitation, consider an example in which the memory 96 
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stores files A, B, C and D and in which each file includes one 
or more recorded sequences. The processor 94 of the network 
device 90 may generate a grouping of these files to be played/ 
performed based on a designated order of files such as, for 
example, performing file C first, performing file D second, 
performing file A third and performing file B fourth. In this 
regard, the grouping of files may be sent by the processor 94 
of the network device 90 to one or more apparatuses 40 with 
commands/instructions requesting a playback driver (e.g., 
playback driver 73) of the apparatuses 40 to perform the 
recorded sequences of the grouped files according to the 
designated order of the files. 

Referring now to FIG.4, a system according to an example 
embodiment is provided. Although the system 7 of the 
example embodiment of FIG. 4 shows two network devices 
110, 112 (e.g., network devices 90) and three communication 
devices 163, 165, 167 (e.g., apparatuses 40), system 7 may 
include any suitable number of network devices 110, 112 and 
communication devices 163, 165, 167 without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the invention. 

In an example embodiment of the system 7 of FIG. 4, one 
or more of the network devices 110, 112 may send one or 
more test files, having one or more recorded sequences, to one 
or more of the communication devices 163, 165 and 167. In 
this regard, a playback driver (e.g., playback driver 73) of the 
communication devices (e.g., communication devices 163, 
165) receiving the one or more test files may perform one or 
more of the recorded sequences of the test files. 
The communication devices (e.g., communication devices 

163, 165) receiving the test files may, but need not provide 
data to the one or more of the network devices 110, 112 
indicating results of the performed recorded sequences. In 
this manner, a processor (e.g., processor 94) of the network 
devices 110, 112 may determine whether the devices are 
operating properly and passing the tests. 
As described above, the test files stored by one or more 

network devices such as, for example, network devices 110. 
112 may be received from a communication device(s) (e.g., 
communication device 167) in response to the communica 
tion device(s) recording a sequence of events (e.g., touch 
events). For purposes of illustration and not of limitation, as 
an example, a tester or user of a communication device (e.g., 
communication device 167 (e.g., apparatus 40)) may utilize 
the communication device to trigger the test touch driver 
(e.g., test touch driver 78) to record a complete sequence 
including (1) navigation to a phonebook, (2) the selection of 
a phone number from the phone book, and (3) the placing of 
a 1 minute call. The test touch driver may save steps 1-3 to a 
file(s) that may be stored in a memory (e.g., memory device 
58). In this example, the test may end upon the expiration of 
the 1 minute call. In other words, the call may be ended after 
1 minute and the test may be complete. In another alternative 
example embodiment, the recorded completed sequence may 
include a step (4) for termination of the call. In this regard, the 
duration of the call may be indefinite and may not be termi 
nated until a network device (e.g., network device 110) sends 
a command to a corresponding communication device(s) to 
terminate the call. 

The communication device (e.g., communication device 
167) may send or provide the file(s) including the recorded 
sequence to one or more of the network devices 110, 112. In 
this regard, one or more of the network devices 110, 112 may 
send the test file(s) to one or more communication devices 
(e.g., communication devices 163, 165) and may instruct the 
one or more communication devices (e.g., communication 
devices 163,165) to play/perform (e.g., via a playback driver) 
the recorded sequence of the test file(s). 
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One or more of the network devices 110, 112 may monitor 

the manner in which one or more communication devices 
(e.g., communication devices 163, 165, 167) are operating 
during the performance of a recorded sequence(s). In this 
regard, one or more of the network devices 110, 112 may 
receive diagnostic data and measurements from the commu 
nication devices regarding the manner in which the commu 
nication devices are operating/behaving during the perfor 
mance of the recorded sequence(s) of a file(s) (e.g., test 
file(s)). In this regard, the network devices 110, 112 may 
analyze the diagnostic data and measurements to determine 
whether the communication devices are behaving properly 
during the performance of a recorded sequence and may take 
one or corrective actions. An example of a corrective action(s) 
may include, but is not limited to, the network devices 110. 
112 sending one or more commands to a corresponding com 
munication device(s) to restart the performance of the 
recorded sequence(s). 

During an instance in which a communication device (e.g., 
communication device 165) performs a recorded sequence(s) 
of a file(s), a network device (e.g., network device 110) may 
perform other tasks on behalf of the communication device 
including, but not limited to, hand offs, network Switches 
(e.g., from a 3G network to a 2G network to a LTE network) 
and any other suitable tasks or operations. 

Referring now to FIG. 5, a flowchart of an example method 
for automating testing on touch communication devices is 
provided. At operation 500, an apparatus (e.g., apparatus 40) 
may include means such as the processor 52, the detector 60, 
the test touch driver 78 and/or the like, for capturing one or 
more recorded sequences of events in which at least one of the 
events corresponds to a detection of a touch input (e.g., via 
touch screen interface 54). The recorded sequences may cor 
respond to at least one designated test (e.g., a test for perform 
ing a call, SMS message, MMS message, playing a video(s), 
playing music, etc.). At operation 505, the apparatus (e.g., 
apparatus 40) may include means such as the processor 52. 
the test touch driver 78 and/or the like, for providing the 
recorded sequences of events to one or more communication 
devices (e.g., other apparatuses 40, a network device (e.g., 
network device 90)). At operation 510, the apparatus (e.g., 
apparatus 40) may include means such as the processor 52. 
the test touch driver 78 and/or the like, for sending of one or 
more generated commands to at least one of the communica 
tion devices instructing the communication device to perform 
the recorded sequences. 

It should be pointed out that FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a 
system, method and computer program product according to 
an example embodiment of the invention. It will be under 
stood that each block of the flowchart, and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart, can be implemented by various 
means, such as hardware, firmware, and/or a computer pro 
gram product including one or more computer program 
instructions. For example, one or more of the procedures 
described above may be embodied by computer program 
instructions. In this regard, in an example embodiment, the 
computer program instructions which embody the proce 
dures described above are stored by a memory device (e.g., 
memory device 58, memory 96) and executed by a processor 
(e.g., processor 52, processor 94). As will be appreciated, any 
Such computer program instructions may be loaded onto a 
computer or other programmable apparatus (e.g., hardware) 
to produce a machine. Such that the instructions which 
execute on the computer or other programmable apparatus 
cause the functions specified in the flowchart blocks to be 
implemented. In one embodiment, the computer program 
instructions are stored in a computer-readable memory that 
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can direct a computer or other programmable apparatus to 
function in a particular manner, Such that the instructions 
stored in the computer-readable memory produce an article of 
manufacture including instructions which implement the 
function(s) specified in the flowchart blocks. The computer 
program instructions may also be loaded onto a computer or 
other programmable apparatus to cause a series of operations 
to be performed on the computer or other programmable 
apparatus to produce a computer-implemented process Such 
that the instructions which execute on the computer or other 
programmable apparatus implement the functions specified 
in the flowchart blocks. 

Accordingly, blocks of the flowchart Support combinations 
of means for performing the specified functions. It will also 
be understood that one or more blocks of the flowchart, and 
combinations of blocks in the flowchart, can be implemented 
by special purpose hardware-based computer systems which 
perform the specified functions, or combinations of special 
purpose hardware and computer instructions. 

In an example embodiment, an apparatus for performing 
the method of FIG. 5 above may comprise a processor (e.g., 
the processor 52, the processor 94) configured to perform 
some or each of the operations (500-510) described above. 
The processor may, for example, be configured to perform the 
operations (500-510) by performing hardware implemented 
logical functions, executing stored instructions, or executing 
algorithms for performing each of the operations. Alterna 
tively, the apparatus may comprise means for performing 
each of the operations described above. In this regard, accord 
ing to an example embodiment, examples of means for per 
forming operations (500-510) may comprise, for example, 
the processor 52 (e.g., as means for performing any of the 
operations described above), the processor 94 and/or a device 
or circuitry for executing instructions or executing an algo 
rithm for processing information as described above. 
Many modifications and other embodiments of the inven 

tions set forth herein will come to mind to one skilled in the art 
to which these inventions pertain having the benefit of the 
teachings presented in the foregoing descriptions and the 
associated drawings. Therefore, it is to be understood that the 
inventions are not to be limited to the specific embodiments 
disclosed and that modifications and other embodiments are 
intended to be included within the scope of the appended 
claims. Moreover, although the foregoing descriptions and 
the associated drawings describe exemplary embodiments in 
the context of certain exemplary combinations of elements 
and/or functions, it should be appreciated that different com 
binations of elements and/or functions may be provided by 
alternative embodiments without departing from the scope of 
the appended claims. In this regard, for example, different 
combinations of elements and/or functions than those explic 
itly described above are also contemplated as may be set forth 
in some of the appended claims. Although specific terms are 
employed herein, they are used in a generic and descriptive 
sense only and not for purposes of limitation. 

That which is claimed: 
1. A method comprising: 
capturing, via a processor of an apparatus, one or more 

recorded sequences of events in which at least one of the 
events corresponds to a detection of a touch input, the 
recorded sequences correspond to at least one desig 
nated test; 

enabling provision of the recorded sequences of events to 
one or more communication devices; and 
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facilitating sending of one or more generated commands to 

at least one of the communication devices instructing the 
communication device to perform the recorded 
Sequences. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
including the recorded sequence of events in one or more 

corresponding files. 
3. The method of claim 1, wherein instructing further com 

prises instructing a playback driver of the communication 
devices to perform the recorded sequences. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein capturing the recorded 
sequence of events further comprises recording a time 
between at least two of the events of corresponding touch 
inputs. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein: 
the detection of the touch input is captured on or above a 

touch interface; and 
the recorded sequence of events are designated for perfor 
mance on a type of the communication devices. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein capturing the recorded 
sequence of events comprises unloading a touch driver asso 
ciated with the touch interface and loading a test touch driver. 

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
automatically performing the recorded sequences of events 

in response to receipt of an indication instructing to play 
at least one of the recorded sequences. 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
receiving one or more edits to the recorded sequences of 

events altering data of at least one segment of the 
recorded sequences which alters the test. 

9. The method of claim 2, further comprising: 
receiving one or more instructions to perform a Subset of 

the recorded sequences of events of the files according to 
a designated order of the files. 

10. An apparatus comprising 
at least one processor, and 
at least one memory including computer program code 

configured to, with the at least one processor, cause the 
apparatus to perform at least the following: 
capture one or more recorded sequences of events in 
which at least one of the events corresponds to a 
detection of a touch input, the recorded sequences 
correspond to at least one designated test; 

enable provision of the recorded sequences of events to 
one or more communication devices; and 

facilitate sending of one or more generated commands to 
at least one of the communication devices to instruct 
the communication device to perform the recorded 
Sequences. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the memory and 
computer program code are configured to, with the processor, 
cause the apparatus to: 

include the recorded sequence of events in one or more 
corresponding files. 

12. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the memory and 
computer program code are configured to, with the processor, 
cause the apparatus to: 

instruct the communication devices by instructing a play 
back driver of the communication devices to perform the 
recorded sequences. 

13. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the memory and 
computer program code are configured to, with the processor, 
cause the apparatus to: 

capture the recorded sequence of events by recording a 
time between at least two of the events of corresponding 
touch inputs. 
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14. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein: 
the detection of the touch input is captured on or above a 

touch interface; and 
the recorded sequence of events are designated for perfor 
mance on a type of the communication devices. 

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the memory and 
computer program code are configured to, with the processor, 
cause the apparatus to: 

capture the recorded sequence of events by unloading a 
touch driver associated with the touch interface and 
loading a test touch driver. 

16. The method of claim 10, wherein the memory and 
computer program code are configured to, with the processor, 
cause the apparatus to: 

automatically perform the recorded sequences of events in 
response to receipt of an indication instructing to play at 
least one of the recorded sequences. 

17. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the memory and 
computer program code are configured to, with the processor, 
cause the apparatus to: 

receive one or more edits to the recorded sequences of 
events altering data of at least one segment of the 
recorded sequences which alters the test. 

18. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the memory and 
computer program code are configured to, with the processor, 
cause the apparatus to: 
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18 
receive one or more instructions to perform a subset of the 

recorded sequences of events of the files according to a 
designated order of the files. 

19. A computer program product comprising at least one 
non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having 
computer-readable program code portions stored therein, the 
computer-readable program code portions comprising: 

program code instructions configured to capture, via an 
apparatus, one or more recorded sequences of events in 
which at least one of the events corresponds to a detec 
tion of a touch input, the recorded sequences correspond 
to at least one designated test; 

program code instructions configured to enable provision 
of the recorded sequences of events to one or more 
communication devices; and 

program code instructions configured to facilitate sending 
of one or more generated commands to at least one of the 
communication devices to instruct the communication 
device to perform the recorded sequences. 

20. The computer program product of claim 19, further 
comprising: 

program code instructions configured to instruct the com 
munication devices by instructing a playback driver of 
the communication devices to perform the recorded 
Sequences. 

ck ck ck ck ci: 


